Iron County was designated one of two Wisconsin-heritage Tourism Areas by Governor Tommy Thompson in February. 1996. Iron County’s unique history is “Rooted in Resources”, and with the tremendous beauty of the area, forests and lush forests, but in the people who originated the region.

5. Be Alert For Trail Changes

WARNING! Trail conditions reported for the western part of the Iron County Forested Area. Riders in the eastern part of the Forested Area may experience different conditions. Trail conditions are subject to change at any time.

Iron County Sheriff Department
715-561-3800
Mercer DNR Ranger Station
715-476-2240

If you encounter a block in the arrow is on county land.

Non-Resident Snowmobile
Stickers Required

www.hurleywi.com
www.mercercc.com

**WARNING!** Speed limit 55 mph. Due to speed limit all trail use in Iron County ends at sunset.

Due to speed limit all trail use in Iron County ends at sunset.

For Cities and Village Routes see Detail Map at top.
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